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1 Introduction 

Welcome to BMM Explorer V3.4. 

 

BMM Explorer provides a simple workflow to plan BMM locations, measure blast movement, translate ore 
polygons and calculate the value of ore that would have been lost due to ore loss, dilution or misclassification: 

 

1. Import blast holes and plan BMM monitoring holes. 

2. Import your pre- and post-blast BMM and survey data and ore polygons. 

3. Process your blast and translate post-blast ore polygons. 

4. Export Post-blast polygons, calculate ore loss, dilution and misclassification that would have occurred if 
blast movement was not accounted for, and generate reports. 

 

1.1 What’s New in BMM Explorer Version 3.4 
 

BMM Explorer V 3.4 now includes: 

 A new Value Calculator Wizard and an additional Value Calculator Report, which allow the user to 
run the Value Calculator on multiple blasts in sequence and to generate a summary report. 

 A function to manually add points into post ore block polygons. 

 The ability to disable manual vectors in multi flitch blasts while keeping the results. 

 

In addition to major bug fixes listed below many minor bugs have been fixed and the performance has been 
improved: 

 Fixed: When holes were imported the BMM Explorer didn't import Toe data even the check box 
was checked. 

 Fixed: Centrelines were not saved properly after the Auto-calculation function was used. Wrong 
centrelines were stored in the database and shown on the screen after switching blasts. 

 Fixed: BMM Explorer crashed while trying to open or import Pre-BMM without selecting any file or 
changing delimiter and headers to a different value. 

2 Using this manual 

For ease, this manual uses the following conventions: 

 

<Text In Arrow Heads> is a clickable button, file or area within BMM Explorer. 

“Text in quotation markers” refers to names or files within BMM Explorer. 

NOTE: Warning and important messages. Please pay attention to these. 
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3 Prepare your computer for BMM Explorer 

As BMM Explorer runs on Microsoft Windows, we need to first prepare your operating system. Please follow 
the below steps. 

 

NOTE: If BMM Explorer is already installed on your computer, please skip to Section 4. 

 

Step 1. Install the Microsoft .NET Framework 

BMM Explorer requires the Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5.2 or later. Please download and install this now 
using the relevant link below. 

 

a) If your computer is running Windows 8, 7, Vista or XP: https://www.microsoft.com/en-
ca/download/details.aspx?id=42642 

 

b) If your computer is running Windows 10: https://www.microsoft.com/en-
au/download/details.aspx?id=53344 

 

Step 2. Install Microsoft Visual C++ Runtime Libraries 

When setting up BMM Explorer for the first time, Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 runtime libraries are required. 
Please download and install the following: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=5555 

 

Step 3. Install Windows Mobile Device Center for USB connection to PDA 

  

1. Disconnect the Controller (PDA) from the computer running BMM Explorer: remove the USB cable.  

2. If Windows Mobile Device Centre is not installed, then install it from following link. 

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/help/931937/description-of-windows-mobile-device-center  

 

3. Fix the Registry for Windows Mobile 
Device Center in Windows10,  

a) Open BMM Explorer, and in the top 
right corner, click on the PDA 
symbol with the red cross.  
A window opens where 
you click on <Apply Registry Fix> 
button. 

 
b) Alternatively, you can go to 

<Support> and click on <Fix Mobile 
Device Center>. A window opens 
where you click on <Apply registry 
fix>. 

 

4. Restart your computer. 
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4 Install BMM Explorer software 

To install the latest BMM Explorer software, please follow these steps: 

 

Step 1. Request BMM Explorer  

To obtain the latest version of BMM Explorer, please contact your local BMT consultant at 
support@bmt.com.au or download it from https://blastmovement.com/support-centre/.  

Your support centre User ID = support and Password = bmt465. 

 

 

Step 2. Launch BMM Explorer  

Double-click your BMM Explorer .exe file to 
start the installation Setup Wizard. Click 
<Next>, then read and <Accept> the 
License Agreement and Disclaimer. 

 

Step 3. Setup your folders 

The default folder for BMM Explorer is 
C:/Program Files/BMM Explorer/.  

Select this folder (recommended), or 
choose a desired folder for the application. 
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Step 4. Finalise installation  

Click <Next> to create your BMM Explorer 
shortcuts and finalise your installation.  

Now click <Install>. 

 

 

Step 5. Restart your computer  

To ensure BMM Explorer is installed 
correctly, please restart your computer and 
continue to Section 5 Register BMM 
Explorer. 

 

 
 

.  
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5 Register BMM Explorer 

Every computer running BMM Explorer needs its own unique license code. BMM Explorer provides a 7-day 
temporary licence for installation. To validate your licence, please follow the below steps. 

 

NOTE: If you already have a current license, please skip to Section 6, BMM Explorer Interface Overview. 

Step 1. Open BMM Explorer  

Go to your desktop shortcut or start menu to open BMM Explorer.    

 

 

Step 2. The BMT Licence Manager 

1. Go to <Support>, <BMT Licence Manager>. 

2. Click the <Generate Activation Code> button.  

3. Enter your Company and Operation/Site details. 
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Step 3. Generate an email  

BMM Explorer will create an email addressed to office@bmt.com.au with your unique code.  

 

1. Press <Send> on your email, adding a message if you have a special request. 

 

Step 4. Your BMT Activation Code 

BMT will activate your license and email you back an "Activation Code".  

1. When you receive your "Activation Code", please copy it.  

Go to <Support>, <BMT Licence Manager> and select <Register Activation Code>.  

  

Step 5. Restart your BMM Explorer 

1. Please restart your BMM Explorer for your 
activation code to take effect. 
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5.1 Register BMM Activator 
Your black BMM (Type 6) Activator needs its own unique license code. When you renew your annual BMM 
System package, BMT sends you a new licence code for your Activator. If you do not have an email with an 
Activator Licence code, please email office@bmt.com.au. 

 

Step 1. Open BMM Explorer  

Go to your desktop shortcut or start menu to open BMM Explorer.    

 

 

Step 2. Your BMT Activation Code 

1. Please copy the "Activation Code" from the email 
you will have received.  

2. Please connect your black Activator to your 
computer using a USB cable. 

3. Ensure that the Activator is turned OFF. 

4. Go to <Support>, <BMT Licence Manager> and 
select <Register Activator>. 

5. The Activator Licence is updated. 

 
 
NOTE: Do not attempt to use an Activator with an expired licence. It may not correctly activate your 
BMMs.  
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6 BMM Explorer Interface Overview 

Within BMM Explorer, there are six main areas for setting up and processing your blast. The six areas are the: 

 
 

1. Main Menu Bar 

2. Toolbar and Dropdown (Mode) Menu 

3. Navigation Tree 

4. Data Summaries 

5. Status Bar 

6. Blast View Window and Dashboard 

 

NOTE: This is a quick overview, for the full BMM Explorer interface, please view Section 23 on The BMM 
Explorer User Interface. 
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7 Setup BMM Explorer 

To setup BMM Explorer for your unique site, please: 

 

Step 1. Open BMM Explorer 

Open BMM Explorer from your Windows start menu or desktop shortcut. Once BMM Explorer is open, go 
<Options> using one of the following methods: 

 

1. Click the  icon located at the top-right of BMM Explorer. 

2. On the Menu Bar click <Tools> and then <Options>. 

3. Press <Ctrl-O> on your keyboard. 

 

Step 2. Setup your BMM Database and Paths 

The <Paths> tab has five folders.  

 

1. BMM Database 

2. Default Folder – Blast Design 

3. Default Folder – Survey 

4. Default Folder – Ore Blocks 

5. Default Folder - Moved Ore Blocks. 

 

Step 2a. Change file paths 

1. To set or change the file paths for the 
database and default folders, click the 

ellipsis button  to set the Default 
folder. 

 

If you are upgrading your BMM Explorer 
version, the database and folders paths will 
already be setup in <Options>. 

 

 
 

NOTE: Alternatively, to select the location of your BMM Database, go to <File>, <Open> and select the 
database .mdb file. 

 

NOTE: If multiple people are using BMM Explorer, ensure your BMM Database file is located on a shared 
network folder. Use the same network folder and database from all computers. Your BMT consultant usually 
configures this during the initial site visit. 
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Step 3. Global and Local settings 

The <Setup> tab has global and local settings. Global settings affect all users using your database: 

3a) Global Settings 

 <Ore Control Software> customises 
BMM Explorer to your mine planning 
software. 

 <Default Calibration> calculates the 
post-blast BMM depths. Unless 
otherwise advised, use the default 
“GP5200”, or “Generic”. 

 <Default Units> to choose Metric or 
Imperial for measurements. 

 <Enable Flitches> enables each blast 
to be split into flitches for independent 
ore translation. Please see Section 14 
Create a Multi-flitch Blast. 

 <Enable View Multi Blast> enables the 
user to view many blasts in Plan View. 

 <Enable Surface Mode> import 
triangulations and translate based on 
measured BMM Vectors. 

 <Enable Points Mode> to import and 
move points instead of polygons. 

 <Ore Export File = Blast Name> 
automatically tags post-blast ore files 
with blast name. 

 

 <Add Suffix To Exported Blocks> adds a user-defined suffix to exported ore block files. 

 <Increase Ore Block Point Density> inserts extra points along post-blast ore block boundaries at your 
desired intervals. This produces higher definition on longer boundaries. 

 

3b) Local Settings 

 <Calculate Timing Contours> uses detonation times from the holes and timing import file to calculate 
timing contours. 

 <Enable AutoDefine Back and CL> defines the back-of-blast automatically and automatically creates a 
centerline if detonation times have been imported. 

 

NOTE: <Calculate Timing Contours> must be selected to use Auto define of back and centerline.   

 

 <Show Tree Node Icon> displays a default or imported icon for each node (i.e. pit, phase, bench etc.) 

 <Language> sets the preferred language, English, Spanish, French or Russian. Languages take effect 
when BMM Explorer is restarted. Spanish French, and Russian dictionaries are available on the BMT 
website support page. 

 

NOTE: Please press <Save> before exiting this screen. 
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Step 4. Customise your display 

The <Visualisation> tab customises the look 
of certain BMM Explorer elements: 

“Display” 

 <Arrow Size> controls the size of 
arrows displayed on the screen. 

 <Label Size> controls the size of labels 
displayed on the screen. 

 <Label Offset> the distance a label is 
from the object. 

 

“3D View” 

 <View 3D> enables the user to view 
blasts in 3D View. 

 <View Single Hole In 3D> displays 
vectors and holes in Hole Profile view 
as 3D instead of 2D. Unless otherwise 
advised, please leave this box 
unchecked. 

 Animation Type Sets the 3D Animation 
type. There are two types of Animation. 

 Move Pre Entity: displays the 
movement of pre-ore blocks to 
post-ore blocks, by smoothly 
changing the colour while moving. 
The pre-ore block entity will not be 
shown throughout animation. 

 Move Instance Pre Entity: displays 
the movement of pre-ore blocks to 
post-ore blocks, by smoothly 
changing the colour while moving. 
The pre-ore block entity will be 
shown throughout animation. 

 

 <Animation Speed> Sets the 3D Animation Speed, from 1-10, where 10 is the fastest. 
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Step 5. Set your Grade Control data 

The <Grade Control> tab is where you input 
data for the Value Calculator.  

Please see Section 19 The Value 
Calculator for the complete guide to this 
function. 
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Step 6. Set the ore block colours 

The <Ore Blocks Colours> tab changes the ore classification colours. Colours are only displayed if the Ore 
Class text in the second column perfectly matches the ore classification in the imported pre-blast polygon (in 
“Ore Blocks – Pre” mode. 

Further customisation options include: 

 <Ore Block Colour List> to define more 
than one set of customised colours. 

 <Colour> selects the desired colour to 
represent an ore classification. 

 <Ore Class> this code must match the 
ore classification code imported in the 
pre-blast ore block file. For example, 
PAF for Potential Acid Forming. 

 <Grade Min (>=)> defines the minimum 
grade cut-off for the ore classification. 

 <Grade Max (<)> defines the maximum 
grade cut-off for the ore classification. 

 <Waste> assigns different colour 
schemes to different wastes. Identifying 
waste blocks is mandatory for ensuring 
accuracy of the value calculator. 

 <Transparency> controls the 
transparency if shading is enabled. 

 
 

 
 

You can “hide or show” shading in <Layers Control> . Select <Ore Shading> to fill ore blocks.  

1. If <Ore Shading> is not selected, only the perimeter lines are coloured.  

2. If <Ore Shading> is turned on: 

 And you are in “Ore Blocks- Pre” mode, only the pre-blast ore blocks will become shaded. 

 And you are in “Ore Blocks – Post” mode, only the post-blast ore blocks will become shaded. 

 And you are in any other mode, ore shading is turned off.  
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Step 7. Planning Holes Setup  

The <Planning> tab configures the settings for the Planning Module.  

Configuration options include: 

 <BMM per Hole> defines the number of 
BMMs per hole 

 <Minimum distance between Holes> 
defines the minimum distance between 
two plan holes.  

 <Safe Distance from Restricted Zones> 
defines the minimum safe distance from 
a Restricted Zone.  

 <Plan Hole Type>  

 
 In drill line: BMM holes are placed 

at equal distance between two drill 
holes.  

 
 Equidistant: BMM holes are 

placed at equal distance from 
three surrounding blast holes, thus 
increasing the survivability of 
BMMs. 

 
 

Step 8. Data Transfer setup 

The <Data Transfer> tab configures the 
Remote Data Transfer (RDT) Unit and 
Remote API for your site.  

 

Step 8a. RDT 

When your IT team have assigned the RDT 
a static IP address, the <Enable Sync> 
button must be checked.  

 

1. Enter your IP Address with the Port set 
to 7500 for all sites. Your BMT 
consultant will setup your RDT during 
your initial training visit. 

2. To test the connection between BMM 
Explorer and the RDT, please click 
<Test Connection>. 

a) If successful, the screen will show 
“Connection Successful”. 

b) If unsuccessful, the screen will show 
“There was no response from the 
server”. 
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Step 8b. Remote API 

Your BMT Consultant will set up the Remote API. No action is required of you. 

Step 9. Optional: GPS 

For customers who have 
a Survey Enabled 
Detector (SED).   

 Your Survey-
Enabled Detector 
(SED) requires the 
Elevation Offset 
distance, set in the 
<GPS> tab. 

 This distance is 
measured from the 
bottom of the black 
rubber ring on the 
Trimble Receiver to 
the base of the 
Detector or coil. 
Please measure and 
input this distance. 

 

 
 

 

 

8 Upgrade BMM Explorer from an earlier version 

When upgrading BMM Explorer from an earlier version, Version 2, please contact your local BMT consultant 
so they can guide you through the upgrade. 
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9 Customise BMM Explorer for Your Site 

Different properties can be stored for each blast in the database. To reduce data input and increase 
consistency, you can customise the parameters for each blast. Please follow the below steps: 

Step 1. Customise Lists 

1. Click <Tools>, <Customisation> and 
then <Blast Properties Lists> to 
launch. 

2. Change the list order with the up 

and down  arrows on the right.  

3. Click <Save> to commit changes, 
<Close> to exit.  

 

NOTE: To add more parameters, please 
scroll to the bottom of the list and enter 
them. 

 

Step 2. Create and edit Node Types 

In BMM Explorer you have a freeform 'Tree View' on the left side of 
the interface, with each level defined as “nodes”.  

 

Nodes include:  

 <Site> the top-level node for the name of your site. 

 <Pit> an optional high-level node. 

 <Phase> an optional high-level node. 

 <Bench> a lower-level node containing elevation and height data. 

 <Blast> a lower-level node where most, or all, of the processing in BMM Explorer occurs. 

 <Flitch> an optional lower-level node. 

 

To create or edit a node, please: 

1. Click <Tools>, <Customisation>, <Edit Node Types>. 

2. To create a new node, Click <New> 

3. To edit a node, select the node you want to edit in <Dropdown 
Menu> and select <Edit>. 

4. When a node is added or edited, an icon can be uploaded for that 
mode. This icon will appear on the freeform tree beneath 
locations, benches and blasts. 
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An example of node icons  is shown right. 

In this case, the same icon was uploaded for Site (BMT Mine) and Pit 
(Pit 1, 2, and 3). 

 

 
 

Step 3. Setup Export Data Filters 

Post-blast ore polygons are generally exported for each blast. Templates, also called “Filters”, create files with 
your desired data format.   

 

NOTE: When an import filter is created, in “Ore Blocks – Pre” mode, a corresponding export filter is 
automatically created so that the moved ore blocks data is saved in the same file format as the original file. 
The only exception is the coordinate data. 

To set-up and manage your export data filters, please: 

1. Click <Tools>, <Customisation> then <Custom Ore Export>. 

2. Either click <New> to create a new filter or select the filter name 
from the list. 

 
You can also 

a) Click <Edit> to edit an existing filter. 

b) Click <Rename> to rename an existing filter. 

c) Click <Delete> to delete an existing filter. 

3. Please click <Save> when finished. 

When you click <New> or <Edit> for a filter, 
you will see the Ore Export Filter screen with 
the following <Filter Parameters> fields: 

a) Columns: Choose which database 
fields to export as columns. Please 
note, the items in the right-hand box 
will be exported. 

b) Move items between boxes with the 
left and right buttons. Rearrange the 
order of the columns with the up and 
down buttons. 

c) You have several options to modify 
the export data including Point 
Number, Use Header, Use Block 
Delimiter, Close Blocks, Value 
Delimiter, Use Footer and Columns. 

d) Please click <Save> or <Save As> if 
multiple export filters are required. 
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NOTE: If point numbers are imported and you want to export points in the blast sequentially, click the 
<Number All Sequentially> radio button. This removes duplicate points and numbers all points in order. This is 
especially useful for providing exported files directly to survey for mark-up. 
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10 The Blast View Window 

The Blast View Window has 2D and 3D views.  

The “2D View” is a plan showing a range of variables including blast perimeter, blast holes, pre- and post-
blast BMM positions, movement vectors, labels (holes, BMMs, ore blocks, etc.), detonation timing information 
and pre- and post-blast ore blocks. When navigating in 2D, information from your mouse location is shown in 
the “Status Bar” and BMMs are highlighted in the “BMM Data Tab”. 

 

The 3D view is described in Section 10.4 The 3D View. 

 

 
 

10.1 Control the 2D View with your mouse 
The 2D View is controlled by your mouse interactions: 

 Zoom: Use the mouse <Wheel Button> to zoom, or the left mouse button to <Click-And-Drag> a zoom in 
box. 

 Pan: Hold down the <Ctrl> key while <Click-And-Drag> with the left mouse button, or hold down the 
<Wheel Button> and <Drag> the mouse. 

 Reset Pan and Zoom: Using the <Right-Click> Context Menu, select <Zoom Extents> or use the keyboard 
shortcut <Ctrl + Z>. 

 Layers: Select  on the Toolbar to turn on or off various layer visibility. 

 

NOTE: You can use the Context Menu to access functions like <Copy> and <Save>, please <Right-Click> in 
the blast view window. 

 

NOTE: Press <F5> to refresh the screen after changes have been made but the viewer has not refreshed. 
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10.2 View Multiple Blasts 
You can view multiple blasts from the “Navigation Tree”. This is useful for viewing a whole bench or 
comparing two blasts.  

 

   
 

To show multiple blasts please: 

1. Click <Options>, <Setup> and check <Enable Multiple Blasts>.  

2. A small box will appear beside each blast in the Navigation Tree.  

3. Check the boxes beside your desired blasts and click <View>, <Show Checked Blasts>. 

 

10.3 The Ruler 
The Ruler measures the length between two points or the perimeter of a polygon.  

To use the Ruler please:  

1. Select the ruler  from top right-hand corner. 

2. To measure <Click> once on the first point and <Click> again on 
the second point. 

 

To measure the area of a polygon, i.e. the ore loss between a pre-
blast and post-blast ore block: 

1. Select ruler  from top right-hand corner.  

2. Select the <Polygon> tab. 

3. <Click> around the perimeter of the polygon you want to 
measure. 

4. Close the polygon by crossing the last and first segment of the 
polygon.  
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10.4 The 3D View 
The 3D view provides another view of your ore movement and visualise ore movement in 3D.  

It is recommended that a blast has firstly been processed as shown in Section 17 Processing A Blast before 
using this view. 

The buttons on the left side move, rotate and scale the view of blast. Zoom can be achieved by scrolling. Left-
click and moving the cursor can change the view direction of blast.  

 

Arrow buttons move the blast in each direction. 

The house button centres the blast in the screen. 

 
Rotate the 3D Blast Model. 

 

Scale the 3D Blast Mode. 

 
Execute the movement animation. 

 
Reset the movement animation. 

Animation Entity Window  

The Animation Entity window allows the visibility of individual features of the blast 
model such as BMMs and Ore Blocks to be turned on or off during the animation. 

 

 
 

To show ore movement animation in 3D view, please: 

1. Make sure to enable 3D view in Settings. 

2. To view blast movement in 3D view, select a blast and then the <3D view> tab. 
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3. Select the Animation Entities you want to view during the animation in the Animation Entity window. 

4. Click the <Move> button to show the animation between pre and post ore movement. 

5. To view another animation, Click the <Reset> button and repeat steps 1-4. 
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11 The Dashboard Interface 

The Dashboard helps you keep track of your BMM stock and usage rates. 

 

 
 

11.1 BMM Inventory Management   
 View your licensing information. 

 See the total number of BMMs in your BMT package. 

 The <Stock Adjustment> Button lets you enter new BMM Deliveries, Damaged or faulty BMMs 
and run a Stocktake.  

 

NOTE: We recommend you run a stocktake each month to ensure BMM deliveries are entered correctly. 

 

11.2 BMM Usage 
 Total number of BMMs used between the licence start and end dates. 

 Remaining stock and BMMs on backorder. This is the total number of BMMs budgeted for the 
licence period minus the total number of BMMs delivered. 

 Selecting the <Remaining> and <Used> radio buttons will show a relevant pie chart. 

 

11.3 Average Weekly Usage 
 Budget shows the budgeted BMM usage for the current week. 

 Actual shows your actual BMM usage over either 30 day or a year. 

 Forecast Depletion estimates the date when you will have zero BMMs. 

 

11.4 The BMM Usage Graph  
 The graph shows the current and predicted BMM usage through a real-time display. This includes 

inventory adjustments such as deliveries (positive), BMMs used, damaged (negative) and 
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corrections (positive or negative) for stocktake counts. Use your mouse <Wheel Button> to zoom 
on this graph. 

 

11.5 BMM Detection Rate 
 Installed shows the total BMMs installed during the period. 

 Detected shows the total BMMs detected during the period. 

 Detection Rate shows the total BMMs detected divided by the total BMMs installed. 

 

11.6 The BMM Detection graphs 
 BMM Detection Rate tracks changes in BMM detection over time. The moving average period is 

controlled by the scroll above the graph or your mouse <Wheel Button>. 

 Cumulative Usage provides a summary of BMM usage since implementation of the BMM System. 
Use your mouse <Wheel Button> to zoom in and out. 
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12 Set Up the Navigation Tree—Location and Bench 

The Navigation tree lists your site Location, Pits, Phases or Benches, with unlimited levels of hierarchy.   

Site > Pit > Phase are the top hierarchy, with benches and blasts as children nodes. Flitches are children of a 
blast.  

Your BMT consultant shows you how to set up your 
Locations, during training; however if you need to add or 
modify these, please: 

1. Select the node level above the one you want to 
add, click the <Dropdown Menu>. 

2. In “Location” mode, add <Pit>, <Phase> or other 
nodes 

3. Add a “Bench” under any node from <Bench> mode. 

4. Enter the “Bench Name”, “Number of Flitches”, and 
collar and toe elevations: 
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13 Create a Single-flitch Blast 

Creating a new blast is done through the Blast Properties Window. This window is shown by <Dropdown 
Menu>, select <Blast>.  

Entered information is saved in your database and used to search, query and generate ore movement 
calculations and reports.  

 

To create a single-flitch blast, please follow the below steps. 

 

NOTE: For the multi-flitch blasts, please see the following Section 14 for how to Create a Multi-flitch Blast. 

 

Step 1. Select your Bench 

<Click> on the correct “Bench” in your Navigation Tree or create a new 
“Bench”.  

See the above Section 12 Set Up the Navigation Tree—Location and 
Bench. 

 

 

Step 2. Create your Blast 

1. Click the <Dropdown Menu>, select 
<Blast> and then select <Add Blast>.  

2. The Blast Properties pop-up will 
appear. Enter the blast details by: 

3. <Load Defaults> the blast properties 
are filled with default values previously 
stored in the database,  

4. Or <Select> a value from each list 

5. Or enter a new value. 

6. Ensure the blast details contain these 
mandatory fields:   

 Blast Name 

 The Date the blast will be fired 

 Bench Height 

 Hole Depth 

 Hole Diameter 

 Burden 

 Spacing 

 

7. Once entered please click <Save>. Your new single-flitch blast will be created in your Navigation Tree. 

 

NOTE: Fields will show in red if a parameter is not accepted when you click <Save>. 
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NOTE: If a new value is entered into any field, it is stored for that item but will not be added to the list to be 
selected for future blasts. To add values to the list, go to <Tools> <Customisation> <Blast Properties List>. 
This is described in Section 9 Customise BMM Explorer for your site.   
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14 Create a Multi-flitch Blast 

BMM Explorer can slice blasts into multiple flitches, allowing each flitch to be moved independently. To create 
a multi-flitch Blast, please follow the below steps. 

Step 1. Enable Flitches  

Multi-flitches must first be enabled. To do 
this please  

1. Click <Options>, <Setup> and then  

2. Check the <Enable Flitches> box and 
click <Save>. 

 

NOTE: This is a Global Setting, saved to 
the database and applied to all users. 

 

 
 

Step 2. Create a Bench 

When a new bench is created, you can 
enter the number of flitches. This now 
becomes the default configuration for all 
blasts created under this bench. 

To create a bench with flitches, click the 
<Dropdown Menu>, then <Bench> and 
enter: 

1. Bench Name.  

2. Bench Description. 

3. Specific number of flitches. 

4. Check <Ore Blocks On Flitch 
Boundaries Assign To Upper Flitch> if, 
when ore block strings are digitised on 
the exact boundaries between flitches, 
you want each ore block to be 
associated with only one flitch. 

5. Click <Share vectors above top> / 
<Share vectors below bottom> to 
change the vertical domain of the flitch.  

6. Enter the <RL - Bench Collar (Top)> and <RL - Bench Toe (Bottom)> details. 

7. Click <Save> and <Exit>.   
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Step 3. Create your Blast  

1. Click on the correct Bench in your 
Navigation Tree  

2. Click the <Dropdown Menu>, select 
<Blast> and then select <Add Blast>. If 
the flitch configuration will change for 
this blast, see Step 3a. Optional: Edit 
flitches for a single blast.   

3. The Blast Properties pop-up will 
appear. Enter the blast details by: 

4. <Load Defaults> the blast properties 
are filled with default values previously 
stored in the database. 

a) <Select> a value from each list 

b) <Type> a new value. 

5. Ensure the blast details contain the 
eight mandatory fields:   

Blast Name 

User Name 

The Date the blast will be fired 

Bench Height 

Hole Depth 

Hole Diameter 

Burden 

Spacing 

 

NOTE: Fields will show in red if a parameter is not accepted when you click <Save>. 

 

Step 3a. Optional: Edit flitches for a 
single blast   

1. Click <Blast>, <Flitch Configuration>, this opens the flitch configuration form.  

2. Change the configuration. This does not affect other blasts. 

For example: If a blast on a bench is going to be mined in 3 flitches but is in a bench that is normally mined 
in 2 flitches, or 1 flitch, then BMM Explorer allows you to change the configuration for a single blast, without 
affecting the configuration for other blasts within that bench. 
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15 Blast Data Import – File Formats 

Blast data can be imported directly into your BMM Explorer database, often without copying or converting your 
source files. Data that can be imported includes:  

a) Blast Holes and Timing data. 

b) BMM Survey pre-blast and BMM Detector pre-blast. 

c) Ore Blocks – pre-blast. 

d) BMM Survey Post-blast and BMM Detector Post-blast. 

 

15.1 Understanding Import Filters 
Each imported data file, besides Detector files which are fixed, must have a “file import filter” defined. BMM 
Explorer remembers your filters, making data import for each blast easier. If you start importing data in a new 
file format, i.e. from a different 3rd party application, you will need to create a new filter for the new file format.  

 

15.2 Files formats you can Import 
Most ASCII or text based files that can be viewed in Notepad can be imported into BMM Explorer, these 
include CSV, TXT, ASC, STR or SRG formats. Certain DXF files can also be directly imported.  

 

BMM Explorer accepts data from:  

 2DB JKSimBlast and 2DBench. 

 DM Datamine files. 

 SPF ShotPlus 5. 

 Vulcan/Newmont USA.  

 Surpac, Gems, ShotPlus, and ViewShot. 

 Minesight SRG files 

 

Each imported file needs to have this 
minimal amount of content: 

 

NOTE: Please contact your local BMT 
Consultant if you need other file format 
support. 
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16 Planning Module 

BMM Explorer helps with the preliminary planning of BMM holes with preliminary data. This module calculates 
the optimal number and positions of BMMs to use in a blast. The more information that you can input to the 
module, the better the planned BMM locations will be.  

 

NOTE: The Planning module does not appear in the dropdown list until blast holes have been imported. 
Complete steps in section Processing A Blast 17, Step 1. Setup your Bench, Flitches and Blast; and 17 Step 
2. Import Holes and Initiation Timing to enable the Planning Module. 

 

NOTE: See Section 23 The BMM Explorer User Interface for a description of the toolbar buttons. 

 

The minimum amount of information for planning is blast holes. If the Centreline, Initiation Point and/or Back 
Edge of perimeter has not been added to the blast via Perimeter or Detonation mode, they can be manually 
added via the Planning Module.  

 

There are 3 ways to plan holes. Holes can also be planned using a combination of below. 

1. Plan BMM Holes with Preliminary Ore Polygons: Section 16.2 

2. Plan BMM Holes with Final Designed Ore : Section 16.3 

3. Plan BMMs holes using drawn Expected Ore Areas or ore-waste contacts: Section 16.4 
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16.1 Import Blast Holes 

Step 1. Import blast holes 

Import blast holes with or without timing information using the existing <Holes> function or the <Import> button 
in the Planning Module tab. 

Step 2. Add Centreline and Add other planning data.  

1. If engineering have supplied timing contours, you can draw a centreline and add an IP. 

2. Click <Dropdown Menu> then <Planning Module>. 

3. Click <Centreline>  to add Centreline if known. If not, skip this step.  

 For a detailed description on how to add a Centreline, please refer to Section 17, Step 7a. Create 
your Centreline(s) Manually. 

4. Click <IP>  to add Initiation Point (IP) if known. If not, skip this step. 

 For a detailed description on IP, please refer to Section 17, Step 5. Optional: Set Point of 
Initiation (POI). 

5. Click <Back edges of blast perimeter>  if known. If not, skip this step. 

 For a detailed description on how to add a Back edges of blast perimeter, please refer to Section 
17, Step 4a. Identify any Back Edges Manually. 

 

16.2 Plan BMM Holes with Preliminary Ore Polygons 

Step 1. Import preliminary ore blocks from file. 

Preliminary ore blocks are polygons that are not the final ore control polygons. Examples include bench above 
or unfinalized modelled ore. 

1. Click <Import Preliminary Ore 

Polygon> . 

2. Click <Open File>, select expected 
ore file . 

3. The “Import Ore Blocks” window will 
show up and show the Plan View of 
the Expected Ore Area. Block Name, 
Elevation, Grade, Easting etc. will be 
automatically defined. 

4. To define additional parameters, 
click <Data> tab. 

5. Click <Import> to finish importing. 

 

 For detailed information, please 
refer to Section 17, Step 11. Import 
Ore Blocks – Pre. 

 
 

Step 2: Plan restricted areas 

1. Go to Section 16.5 Add Restricted Areas.  
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16.3 Plan BMM Holes with Final Designed Ore Polygons 

Step 1. Import final ore polygons from file 

1. Click <Import Ore blocks from file> 

 to import ore block data.  

2. Click <Open File>, select expected 
ore file. 

3. The “Import Ore Blocks” window will 
show up and show the Plan View of 
the Expected Ore Area. Block Name, 
Elevation, Grade, Easting etc. will be 
automatically defined. 

4. To define additional parameters, click 
<Data> tab. 

5. Click <Import> to finish importing. 

 

 
 

Step 2: Plan restricted areas 

1. Go to Section 16.5 Add Restricted Areas.  
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16.4 Plan BMM holes: Draw Expected Ore Area or Expected Ore Contact 
If you don’t have preliminary or final ore polygons, you can draw expected ore areas or expected ore 
contact. 

Step 1. Draw expected ore area 

This method is used to draw an expected area with rough estimation. 

1. Click <Draw Expected Ore Area>  to add expected ore area. 

2. Click on blast view area to start drawing the expected ore area, each additional click will add a point 
to the area being drawn. 

3. To complete the drawn area, click the starting point. Alternatively, pressing <ESC> will also complete 
the drawn area. 

 

  
 

Step 2. Draw expected ore contact 

If you have drawn an expected ore area (Step 1 above), this step is optional. 

The expected ore contact is a polyline that separates the ore from the waste. If the expected ore contact is 
unknown, please skip this section. 

1. Click <Draw Expected Ore Contact> . 

2. Click on blast view area to start drawing the ore contact line 

3. Each additional click will add a point to the line being drawn as shown below. 
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Step 3: Plan restricted areas 

1. Go to Section 16.5 Add Restricted Areas.  

 

 

16.5 Add Restricted Areas 
Restricted Areas is an area where no BMMs will be placed. Restricted Areas can be imported from a file or, 
alternatively, can be manually drawn.  

 

If there are no restricted areas in your blast area, please skip this section. 

Step 1. Import restricted area from file 

1. Click <Import Restricted Area> . 

2. Click <Open File> and select restricted zone file.  

3. The “Import Ore Blocks” window will show up and show the Plan View of the Restricted Area. Block 
Name, Elevation, Grade, Easting etc. will be automatically defined. 

4. To define additional parameters, click <Data> tab. 

5. Click <Import> to finish importing restricted area as shown below 

 

Step 2. Draw restricted area 

If you have imported restricted areas, Step 1 above, this step is optional. 

 

This method is used to draw restricted area with rough estimation. 

1. Click <Draw Restricted Area>  to add restricted area. 

2. Click on blast view area to start drawing the restricted area, each additional click will add a vertex 
point to the area being drawn. 

3. To complete the drawn area, click the starting point. Alternatively, pressing <ESC> will also complete 
the drawn area. 
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16.6 Plan BMM Holes  

Step 1. Plan holes 

1. Click <Plan Holes> .  
BMM Explorer prompts you to confirm or to adjust the Bench 
Height, BMMs per Holes and BMM placement (In drill line or 
Equidistant).  

2. Click <OK>.  

 

3. BMM Explorer inserts BMM holes throughout the blast area.  

4. Click <Yes> to save BMM plan holes result or Click <No> to 
recalculate the position of the planned holes.  
Once the desired result is saved, the planned holes will be shown 
as below.  
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Step 2. Move, delete holes 

Plan holes can be individually moved, added and deleted.  

1. To move a plan hole, click a plan hole and drag it to the preferred location.  

2. To add additional plan holes, click <Add Plan Holes> .  

3. To delete a plan hole, hover the cursor on top of the plan hole “” to select the plan hole and press 
the <delete> key. 

   

In this blast, BMM Explorer has added plan (BMM) holes “” in the Expected Ore Area. You can also Add, Move, or 
Delete BMMs, or recalculate BMM positions. 

 

Step 3. Export BMM Holes as .csv and .pdf map 

1. Click <Save Plan Holes>  to export the planned holes.  
2. Either save the holes using your “Holes” mode filter, or as a simple .csv.  
3. Choose a file path for the planned holes .csv (or other) and a .pdf map of the blast. 
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17 Processing A Blast  

Processing a blast to calculate ore block movement is the main function of BMM Explorer. Please follow the 
below steps: 

 

Step 1. Setup your Bench, Flitches and Blast 

These should be previously setup from  

 Section 12 Set Up the Navigation Tree—Location and Bench  

 Section 13 Create a Single-flitch Blast, or  

 Section 14 Create a Multi-flitch Blast 

 

Please check before proceeding. 

Step 2. Import Holes and Initiation Timing 

1. Click <Dropdown Menu> then <Holes>. 

2. Click <Add Holes From File> on the 
toolbar. 

3. Select Your Source file.  

4. Check your import will work by clicking 
the <Plan View> tab. 

5. Click <Import> to create the blast 
design. 

 

 

 

NOTE: If ‘Enable AutoDefine Back and CL’ is enabled in <Setup>, 
BMM Explorer will attempt to automatically define the back-of-blast 
and define the centreline.  

After clicking <Import>, a dialog box will appear asking <yes> to 
accept the automatically defined back-of-blast and centreline, or <no> 
to reject and define those elements manually.  

 
 

The auto centreline feature will only work if detonation times are imported with blast holes.  See Section 7, 
Step 3. Global and Local settings for instructions to enable this feature. 

 

NOTE: If you click <Plan View> and get unexpected result, a common issue is mixing up northing and easting 
data. Please return to the <Data> tab to manually define each “Column Heading”.  

Mandatory fields to be defined are Easting, Northing and Elevation. If you want to see the timing contours, 
define the detonation time as well.  

 

NOTE: The first time a Holes and Timing file is imported, each Data Column must be set and saved as a filter. 
This creates a filter that BMM Explorer uses for future blasts. See the next section on how to set up an import 
template/filter. 
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Step 2a. Optional: Setup the Holes Import Filter 

1. If a Holes import filter is not yet setup, please create one now 
by changing the “Column Labels” from “Undefined” to the 
correct label to match your data file.  

2. Give your new filter a name (Holes_Timing in this example) and 
click <OK> to save as a new filter. 

 

 

 

is the filter currently being applied to the data in the pop-up. 

 

 

sets the currently selected filter as the default. 

 

updates the current filter with current column definitions. 

 

saves a new filter using the current column definitions. 

 

deletes the current filter. 

 

NOTE: For most sites only one filter is required for each data file type. If the file format or contents change, 
you can create new filters as required. 

 

Step 3. Add a Perimeter  
 

There are four ways to add a perimeter as explained below. 

In all cases, click <Dropdown Menu> then <Perimeter> to access this function. 

a)   Manually draw the perimeter by clicking each individual perimeter point. Close the perimeter by 

crossing the first line you created. Click <Dilate Perimeter>  to extend the perimeter by half of the 
burden dimension. This is approximately where the rock will break around the blast. 

b)  Automatically add the perimeter from your blast holes by clicking <Automatically add perimeter 
from blast holes>. 

c)  Import a perimeter from imported ore polygons by clicking <Automatically Add Perimeter From 
Ore Blocks> on the toolbar. The perimeter will be created on top of the outermost polygons.  

d)  To import a perimeter from a file, click <Add Perimeter From File> on the toolbar. From the pop-
up window select <Source File>, select <Filter> and then <Import Selected Data>. Define each 
column in the file the same way you did for the “Holes” import. 

Step 4a. Identify any Back Edges Manually 

To select the blast “backlines”, please: 

1. Click <Select segments in polygon as back of blast>  button in the Perimeter tool bar.  

2. Draw a polygon around the entire backline.  

3. Close the polygon by crossing the starting and ending line segments. The selected backlines will turn a 
“grey” colour. 
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Step 4b. Identify any Back Edges Automatically 

If ‘Enable AutoDefine Back and CL’ is enabled in “Setup”, BMM Explorer will attempt to automatically define 
the back-of-blast when importing blast holes.  It can also be activated as described in this step.  See Section 
7, 3b) Local Settings for instructions to enable this feature. 

To automatically select “backlines”, please: 

1. Click the <Auto Define Perimeters as back>  button in the Perimeter tool bar.  

2. If a Perimeter hasn’t been defined, the system will ask you to 
create an automatically defined perimeter, which is drawn as an 
offset from the outermost blast holes.  

 

 

3. BMM Explorer will prompt to accept, <yes>, the automatically 
selected backlines or <no>, to reject them. 

 

 

Step 5. Optional: Set Point of Initiation (POI) 

The Point of Initiation (POI) or Initiation Point (IP) is the hole that detonates first. The Point of Initiation (POI) 
or Initiation Point (IP) can be set in two ways: 

a) Automatically if detonation times were imported with your blast holes data. 

b) Manually by selecting an alternative POI hole. Click the <Add Initiation Point>  button.  

 

NOTE: The POI does not calculate ore translation. It is only a reference to check probable movement against 
measured movement.  

 

Step 6. Optional: View Blast Initiation Sequence 

BMM Explorer can show the detonation sequence from your imported Blast Holes data.    

 

From the Dropdown Menu select <Detonation>, <Show Contour Control>, then start the sequence with one of 
the below options:  

a) Click the <Fire Contour To Contour> button. 

b) Drag the <Slider> left and right. 

c) Click the <Fire In 25ms Steps> button. 
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Step 7a. Create your Centreline(s) Manually 

The centreline is the line through the blast where timing contours change direction. Initiation sequences such 
as Echelon, V and Drop Cut can have zero, one or two centrelines, respectively. But movement can be more 
complex.  

 

 
Add a centreline 

 
Delete centreline 

 

To create a Centreline, please: 

 

1. Select <Detonation> from the Dropdown menu. 

2. Click the <Add Centreline> button. 

3. Move the cursor to the desired location and <Click-Once>. 

4. Move to the next point and <Click-Once>. 

5. Repeat for multi-segment lines and corners. 

6. Press <Esc> to complete the line. 

 

NOTE: To create a second centreline, please repeat these steps.  

 

NOTE: To terminate a centreline on another centreline, move the cursor near the existing centreline until it 
highlights, then <Click-Once> and press <Esc> to terminate. 
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This is an example of a centreline drawn in an asymmetric V initiation. 

 

Step 7b. Create your Centreline(s) Automatically 

BMM Explorer will attempt to draw the centreline automatically if detonation times are imported as part of the 
blast hole import.  If detonation times are not imported, this feature will not work.  This feature must first be 
enabled in <Setup>.  See Section 7, 3b) Local Settings for instructions to enable this feature. 

 

NOTE: If this feature is enabled before blast holes and detonation times are imported, BMM Explorer will 
attempt to create the centreline at the conclusion of the blast hole import process.  If not done during import, it 
can be done later using the <Detonation> dropdown menu. 

 

 
Add an Auto Centreline 

 

To create a Centreline automatically, please: 

1. Select <Detonation> from the Dropdown menu. 

2. Click the <Auto Centreline> button.  

3. Select <yes> to accept the centreline or <no> to 
reject and manually redefine the centreline. 

 
NOTE: The Auto Centreline option may not identify all centrelines.  If additional centrelines are needed, follow 
the steps in Step 7a. Create your Centreline(s) Manually to add additional centrelines. 

 

Step 8. Import BMM–Pre Survey and BMMs 

Your detector data includes the location and depth of each BMM prior to blast. To import BMM-Pre data, 
please follow the below steps: 
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NOTE: If you have a Survey Enabled Detector (SED), survey and detector data are both in the one SED 
Detector file. 

 

1. Select your blast from the Navigation Tree 

2. Select <Toolbar>, <Dropdown Menu> and then <BMM–Pre>. 

3. Click <Add Pre-Blast BMM Pickups From File> on the toolbar. 

4. For “Survey Template”, click <Survey File> and choose your blast survey file. 

5. Select the “Survey Filter”. If a filter is not available, please see Step 8b. Optional: Edit your BMM-Pre 
Survey Filter below. 

6. For “Detector Information “, select the “Detector Source” file using one of the below options: 

a. Click on  button to select the detector file.  

b. Import from RDT by selecting the blast from the list. 

c. Import from the PDA database making sure the PDA is connected via the USB cable before 
opening this pop-up. Once connected, select your blast from the drop down list. 

 
 

7. Check the Preview Window. If this looks incorrect (i.e. you cannot see the BMM holes within the blast 
perimeter), please ensure the “Survey Data Column Labels” match the import file format. 

8. Click <Import>. 

 

Step 8a. Drop BMMs in Holes 

To drop BMMs in holes, please:   

1. Choose BMM–Pre from the Dropdown. 

2. Click <Drop BMMs in Holes> .  

3. Click on BMM holes to drop the BMMs in the same order as shown in the blast plan or BMM Data tab at 
the bottom left of the screen.  

4. If you incorrectly drop a BMM, simply complete dropping the remaining BMMs. Then, drag a BMM from 
the “BMM Data” field and drop the BMM in the correct hole. 

 

NOTE: Afterwards, the display should display the same numbers as the installation plan. If necessary, turn 
layers on or off. 
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Step 8b. Optional: Edit your BMM-Pre Survey Filter 

As an import template (filter) was defined in Step 2a. Optional: Setup the Holes Import Filter, BMM Explorer 
will guess each column from the “Pre-Blast Survey” file. Also, the filter you created will also appear in the 
form. The filter setup functions are: 

 

 

is the filter currently being applied to the data in 
the pop-up. 

 

 
sets the currently selected filter as the default. 

 
updates the current filter with current column definitions. 

 
saves a new filter using the current column definitions. 

 
deletes the current filter. 

 

NOTE: For most blast sites, only one BMM-Pre filter is required.  

 

To edit a BMM-Pre filter please: 

1. Check the “Column Labels” correctly match your imported data. If the BMM holes do not shown in the 
preview window, please recheck your column labels first. 

2. Click <Save Current Filter As A New Filter>. 

3. Give your new filter a name and click <Ok> to save. 

 

NOTE: Files with Easting, Northing and an Elevation of 0,0,0 will not be imported as these describe delimiter 
errors between sections in a string. Please contact BMT support if you have issues. 

 

Step 8c. Optional: Edit, Add or Delete BMM-Pre Data 

BMMs can sometimes require manual input or modification pre-blast.  

1. Edit a BMM:  

a) Click the <Information Button>   in BMM-Pre mode. 

b) Check <Enable Editing> at the bottom left. 

c) Click a BMM to change its colour. 

d) You can also change Installed Depth and Range values. It is not advisable to change the range values 
without consulting your BMM Account Manager. 
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NOTE: You can edit Colour, Installed Depth and Range for each BMM, but Easting, Northing, Surface RL, 
BMM RL and Matched Survey Points are defined results and cannot be edited. 

 

2. Add a BMM 

a) Click the <Information Button>  in BMM-Pre mode.  
 

b) Click <Add BMM> to enter Colour, Installed Depth and Range data.  

 

NOTE: A manually added BMM will not automatically be dropped into a BMM hole. You need to manually 
drop it into a BMM hole. Please see Section Step 8a. Drop BMMs in Holes. 

 

3.  Delete a BMM 

a) Click the <Information Button>  in BMM-Pre mode.  

b) Click the very left row then <Delete BMM>.   

 
 

4. Click <Save Changes>. 
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Step 9. Import BMM–Post Survey and BMMs 

Your Post-blast BMM detector data includes the location and depth of each BMM. To import BMM-Post, 
please follow the below steps: 

 

NOTE: If you have a Survey-enabled Detector (SED), survey and detector data are in the one Detector Data 
file. 

 

1. Select <Toolbar>, <Dropdown Menu> and then <BMM–Post>. 

2. Click <Add Post-Blast BMM Pickups From File> on the toolbar. 

3. For “Survey Information”, click <Survey File> and choose your post-blast survey file. 

 

 
 

4. Select the “Survey Filter”. If a filter is not available, please see Step 9a. Optional: Setup BMM-Post Survey 
Filter below. 

5. For “Detector Information “, select the “Detector Source” file using one of the below options: 

a) Import from RDT by selecting the blast from the list. 

b) Import for the PDA database making sure the PDA is connected via the USB cable before 
opening this pop-up. Once connected, select your blast from the drop down list. 

c) Click on <…>  button to select the detector file.  

6. Check the Preview Window. If this looks incorrect, please check the Survey data Column Labels match 
your import file labels. Mandatory fields are: 

a) Easting 

b) Northing 

c) Elevation 

d) Post Blast BMM Label 

7. Click <Import>. 

 

Step 9a. Optional: Setup BMM-Post Survey Filter 

As the import template (filter) was defined in Step 2a. Optional: Setup the Holes Import Filter, BMM Explorer 
will guess each column in the “Post-Blast Survey” file. However, if you need to edit or setup the filter, follow 
the steps below.  

 

The filter setup functions are:  
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is the filter currently being applied to the data 
in the pop-up. 

 
sets the currently selected filter as the default. 

 
updates the current filter with current column definitions. 

 
saves a new filter using the current column definitions. 

 
deletes the current filter. 

 

In this example, columns 1 – 3 are defined as Northing, Easting, Elevation and column 4 is defined as Post-Blast BMM 
label. These are the mandatory fields to be defined before importing the data. However, in this screen there is no filter 
applied (i.e. Blank Filter at the top of the Form). We recommend that a filter is created although the data is ready to be 

imported. 

 

NOTE: For most blast sites, only one BMM-Post filter is required.  

 

To create a BMM-Post filter please: 

1. Check the “Column Labels” correctly match your imported data. If the BMM holes do not show in the 
Preview window, please recheck your column labels first. 

2. Click <Save Current Filter As A New Filter> . 

3. Give your new filter a name and click <Ok> to save. 

 

NOTE: Files with Easting, Northing and an Elevation of 0,0,0 will not be imported as these describe delimiter 
errors between sections in a string. Please contact BMT support if you have issues. 

 

Step 9b. Optional: Delete BMM-Post Data 

Sometimes, due to errors in the field, it can appear that there are more BMMs post blast than pre blast. This 
obviously affects the detection rate and therefore these unintentional post-blast BMM readings should be 
deleted. 

To delete a BMM. 
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4. Click the <Information Button>  in BMM-Post mode.  

5. Click <Enable Editing>. 

6. Click the very left row then <Delete BMM>.  

7. Click <Save Changes>. 

 

 
 

Step 10.  Match Post BMMs to Pre BMMS 

Once the post-blast information has been imported, BMM Explorer matches post BMMs to pre automatically. 
If you are using an SED, this will always happen.  

If for some reason the BMMs do not match correctly, there are several options for matching Post BMMs to Pre 
BMMs. Below are three ways to do this: 

a) <Match Post To Pre - Nearest Neighbour>  BMM Explorer automatically matches Post BMMs to their 
nearest Pre BMMs. This is the standard method for matching BMMs. 

b) <Match Post to Pre – Directional>  BMM Explorer matches BMMs to the Nearest Neighbour, except 
that BMM Vectors must lie within the direction limits set in the dial. 

c) <Match Post to Pre>  You can manually connect the Post BMM position to a Pre BMM position. Click 
on the “Post BMM Survey” point first then move to the Pre BMM location to match. Note that you can only 
connect Post BMMs to Pre BMMs of the same colour. 

 

To review the BMMs and ensure the vectors appear logical, and that the BMMs in the body of the blast are 
moving uphill compared to timing contour and centreline.  
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Step 10a.  Optional: Manually Add or Delete Vectors 

Most blasts do not require additional Vectors. But in the absence of BMM data, 
<Vectors Mode> lets you to create and edit manual vectors. To add, delete or edit 
manual vectors please:  

 

1. Select Vector Mode from the Dropdown menu. 

2. Click <Add Vectors> .  

3. Single-click the start point of the vector and drag to the end point. 

4. You can edit or delete by right-clicking on the vector and choosing your function. 

 

Step 11. Import Ore Blocks – Pre 

To import your pre-blast Ore Block file please: 
 

1. Click the <Dropdown Menu>, <Ore Blocks-Pre> and then <Import Ore Blocks from File>. 

2. Select your Ore Blocks–Pre file and click <Open File>. 

 

NOTE: If an import filter is already defined, the “Column Labels” should be correct. If you need to create a 
new filter, please see Section Step 11a. Optional: Create Ore Blocks–Pre Import Filter. 

 

This example screen is showing a STR file, so use the Surpac 0,0,0,0 delimiter. Given this is a STR file, the string number, 
Northing, Easting and Elevation are auto-defined. However, the last column YELLOW is the ore classification. If the view 

of the ore-block colours is wanted, for example, then this optional field should be defined as Ore Class. 

 

3. Click on the <Blocks> tab to define how the polygons are delimited, i.e where one polygon ends and 
where to draw a new polygon. There are three choices:  
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a) Name  

b) Point Number and  

c) Text Delimiter (Surpac) 

4. If you are using a STR file, use the Surpac 0,0,0,0 delimiter. With a STR file, the string number, Northing, 
Easting and Elevation are auto-defined. If you want to view ore-block colours, the column containing the 
ore classification field should be defined as “Ore Class”. 

5. If you are using a CSV or *.dm, or other file types, you must define one column on the Data tab as “Name” 
or “Point Number” and delimit the blocks by either “Name” or “Point Number”.  

6. Once the delimiter is set, click on the three arrows >>> .  

 

 

This example screen is showing a STR file, using the Surpac 0,0,0,0 delimiter. 

 

7. Check the “Plan View” tab, which displays the ore blocks. If the Plan View ore blocks look incorrect, 
please review your data and column filter labels in the <Data> and <Blocks> tabs. Filter out unwanted ore 
blocks by: 

a) <Filter by Perimeter> removes ore blocks outside the blast perimeter. 

b) <Filter By String Number> removes the deselected ore blocks from a chosen String # (for Surpac 
users) 

c) <Filter by Elevation> selects ore blocks with a chosen elevation range. 

d) <Ore Class> to uncheck columns that are not wanted for the import, such as waste data. 

8. If the ore blocks look correct in the “Plan View” tab, please click <Import>. 
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Step 11a. Optional: Create Ore Blocks–Pre Import Filter 

We recommend you first create an export filter from your grade control software so that ore polygons for each 
blast will be consistent and the Ore Import filter will not need to change from blast to blast.  

When Ore Blocks-Pre data is imported, several filter functions become available. For most sites, you will only 
need one Ore Block-Pre filter.  

An explanation of each function is: 

 

 

 
is the filter currently being applied to the data in the pop-up. 

 

 
sets the currently selected filter as the default. 

 
updates the current filter with current column definitions. 

 
saves a new filter using the current column definitions. 

 
deletes the current filter. 
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To create an Ore Block–Pre filter: 

1. Check the “Column Labels” are defined to match your ore block 
files.  

2. Click <Save Current Filter As A New Filter>, give your filter a 
name and click <OK> to save.  

  

NOTE: If there is a mismatch between the default filter and the imported file, an error will be shown. Review 
the file, adjust the column definitions, then name and save, or update the filter. 

 

Step 12. Process and Export Ore Blocks - Post 

BMM Explorer automatically creates a Post-Ore Blocks export filter from the import filter. This ensures that the 
exported file is in the same format. If needed, you can change the export format from the import. This is 
explained in Section 9, Customise BMM Explorer for your site, Step 3. Setup Export Data Filters.  

  

To process Ore Blocks-Post: 

1. Select the <Dropdown Menu> then <Ore Blocks-Post>. 

2. Click <Pre Process>.  

3. Click <Move>. 

4. Review the translated polygons. Modify as required by clicking 
on post ore points and dragging them. To add additional 
polygon points, click with the right mouse button on the polygon 
line and select “Add point” from the menu. 

 

 

 

 

5.  Click <Export Moved Ore Blocks>  

6. Select your desired Export Filter, then click <OK>. 

7. Select <Save File Location> with your chosen file name and 
path. 

8. Click <Save>.  

9. Open the moved ore file in your grade control software. 
 

 

NOTE: BMM Explorer automatically adds the suffix “_moved” to the exported file name and will save it to the 
same folder location as the imported file.  

You can also give the Ore Block Export File the same name as the “blast name” and add a defined suffix in 
the <Setup> tab of the <Options> menu. Both options are global settings for all users. 

Processing your blast and moving ore blocks are complete!   
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Step 12a. Optional: Locking a blast 

A completed blast can be locked to prevent accidental changes. There are two places to do this: 

a) Click <Tools>, <Blast Progress> then <Lock This Blast>. 

b) Select Blast from the <Dropdown Menu>, then <Query> and select the <Lock this Blast> checkbox.  

 

Step 13. Optional: Surface Mode 

BMM Explorer can translate a surface in three dimensions. For 
the surface to be realistic, a high density of vectors is required 
to compare ore polygon translation because the points being 
translated are at a higher density and spread throughout the 
pattern. 

 

1. To enable Surface Mode go to <Tools>, 
<Options> and select the <Setup> tab.  

2. Check <Enable Surface Mode> to 
activate.  

3. Import, move and save from within this 
mode. The Points Mode file can be text-
based or a csv file containing x,y,z 
coordinates and files are exported in 
the same format. The buttons and data 
importing functions are similar to those 
for ore importing.  
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Step 14. Optional: Points Mode 

 

BMM Explorer can translate points, the same way that it 
translates polygons.  

 

To activate Points Mode:  

1. Go to <Tools>, <Options> and select 
the <Setup> tab. Check <Enable Points 
Mode> and <Save>.  

2. Click on the <Layers> button in the top 
right corner to ensure that Points and 
Points Labels are turned on.  

3. Import, move and save from within this 
mode. The Points Mode file can be text-
based or a csv file containing x,y,z 
coordinates and files are exported in 
the same format. The buttons and data 
importing functions are similar to those 
for ore importing.  
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18 Interacting with Other Mining Software 

Most mining software packages are capable of importing and exporting data in a text-based formats such as 
.CSV or .TXT files. BMM Explorer, in Section 17 Step 11a. Optional: Create Ore Blocks–Pre Import Filter 
Blast data import – File Formats, details how to set up template (filters) to import this data.  

 

BMM Explorer also exports native files for software packages, including: 

 

18.1 JKSimBlast - Holes and Timing 
For blast designs created in 2DBench, select the JKSimBlast 2DBench database. These files have a .2db 
extension. If a 2DBench file is chosen, a drop-down list of available designs stored in the database will appear 
and you can select the import file. No filters are necessary. 

 

18.2 ShotPlus5 - Holes and Timing 
For blasts designed with Orica’s ShotPlus5, select the *.spf file. No filter is required and the blast holes, 
perimeter, timing contours and the initiation point are automatically imported. The pop-up will automatically 
start up the Preview window showing the blast holes and initiation point.  

 

18.3 Datamine – Ore Polygons 
BMM Explorer can directly import and export *.dm files from Datamine modelling software.  

 

1. Ensure “Ore Control software” in Global 
Settings <Setup> has been set to 
<Datamine>. 

 

 

To import Datamine Files 

1. In the <Dropdown Menu> select <Ore 
Blocks-Pre>. 

2. Select the <Import Ore Blocks from 

File>  

3. Select pre-blast Ore Block file ( *.dm). 
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4. The “Import Ore Blocks” popup shows 
the Plan View of the ore blocks, 
automatically defined by Block Name, 
Elevation, Grade, Easting, Northing, 
Point, Ore Classification and Density. 

5. To define additional parameters or 
make any undefined, click the <Data> 
tab. 

6. To filter imported ore blocks 
parameters, click the <Plan View> tab. 

7. Click <Import>. 

 

To Export DM-Files: 

1. Select <Dropdown Menu> then <Ore Blocks-Post>. 

2. Select <Export moved Ore Blocks >  

3. Select an ore block export filter,<Datamine Std>.  

4. Select <Save File Location> with your chosen file name. 

5. Click <Save>.  
 

NOTE: If the pre-ore block .dm file has been moved from its original location between import and export, a 
message saying that the “original file cannot be found” will show. Click <OK> and open the original ore block 
file. A special function also exists for Datamine users to create a custom filter to export ore blocks in other 
formats for production fleet management software etc. 
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19 The Value Calculator 

The Value Calculator estimates the ore loss, dilution, and misclassification that would have occurred if ore 
movement was not accounted for. With this data you can generate reports that show the financial gains from 
using BMMs. The Value Calculator shows: 

 

a) Ore Loss: The ore that would be unintentionally sent to the waste pile. 

b) Dilution: Waste accidentally treated as ore, going to the mill or ore stockpiles 

c) Misclassification: Ore with one classification that is treated as ore with another classification, such as 
low-grade ore being stockpiled as high-grade. 

19.1 Setup 

Step 1. Training and Unlock Code 

BMM Explorer will automatically check that you have had 
Value Calculator training. If you see the below pop-up, 
please contact your BMT consultant on 
support@bmt.com.au for training and a key code to 
unlock the function. 

 

NOTE: If you have had training and see this pop-up, please contact your consultant on support@bmt.com.au. 

 

Step 2. Setup Grade Control 

To get started using the Value Calculator, you will need to setup variables like your Currency and Main 
Commodity. To do this please:  

1. Click <Options> then <Grade Control>.  

2. Enter your commodity and other details. 
These fields need to be filled to 
proceed: 

a) Currency to estimate ore value 

b) Main Commodity is the main ore 
produced at your site. In a 
polymetallic mine please choose 
your main commodity. This can be 
changed later if required. 

c) Grade Units is a function of the 
chosen commodity and the units 
selected in the <Setup> Tab in either 
Metric or Imperial units. Base metals 
grade units will always be in 
percentages. For precious metals, 
the grade will be Metric g/tonne or 
imperial oz/ton. 

d) Commodity Price for your metric 
commodity price for currency/tonne 
for base metals and currency/oz for 
precious metals. 

e) Default Rock Density is in tonne/m3 
or ton/ft3.  
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f) Commodity Recovery is the mill recovery as a percentage. 

g) Processing Cost is the value used to calculate the cost of dilution in either metric or ton units. 

3. Click <Save> before exiting. 

19.2 Generate Value 

Step 1 Generate Ore Loss and Dilution Value 

Once your “Grade Control” details are saved, you can start using Value Calculator. The analysis calculates 
the ore loss, dilution and misclassification had the ore polygons have been mined in their pre-blast, in situ, 
location rather than the post-blast location. The translated movement is measured by the BMM vectors. 

To use the Value Calculator please: 

1. Click the <Dropdown Menu> then <Ore Blocks-Post>. 

2. Click <Value Calculator>. 

3. Enter the “Blast Units”, “Inputs” for Density and 
Grade and confirm or alter the units in “Global 
Settings”.  

4. Calculate Ore Loss, Dilution and Misclassification 
using one of two methods: 

a) Use the <Auto> button. The Auto function 
requires Ore Class to have been defined during 
the Ore Blocks–Pre import.  

b) Manually define by turning on or off <Ore Loss>, 
<Dilution> and <Misclassification>.  

 

 
Using the Auto function: 

 Ore Class is defined and Ore Colours turned on in Settings 

 Ore Class undefined 

 

Ore Loss is any post-blast ore polygon that overlaps: 

 A pre-blast waste polygon within the blast perimeter 

 An area within the blast perimeter that is not defined by a pre-blast ore polygon 

 An area within the blast perimeter that is not defined by a pre-blast polygon 

 

Dilution is any post-blast waste polygon that: 

 Overlaps a pre-blast ore polygon within the blast perimeter 

 Does not overlap a post-blast ore polygon within the blast perimeter 

 

Misclassification is a post-blast ore polygon that overlaps: 

 A pre-blast ore polygon 

 A pre-blast polygon 
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Examples of Auto Definition Ore Loss 

 

In this example, Ore block colours are undefined. If <Auto> is clicked, then all overlapping post- and pre- polygons are 
defined as misclassification and post polygons overlapping areas, undefined by any pre-polygons, are defined as loss. 

 

The ore loss on the west side of the blast is not real. Despite the underlying assumption for these calculations 
that only the pre-blast ore polygons are mined, it is impractical to say that the shovel would not mine this 
material at the front of the blast. The shovel would simply mine until there was no more material.  

 

Step 2: Turn off areas incorrectly marked as Ore Loss: 

1. Click on the <Ore Loss> editor and turn off the areas inappropriately auto-defined as ore loss. In this 
blast, ore loss at the free face has been turned off, because it is not real ore loss. 
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In this blast, ore loss at the free face has been turned off, because it is not real ore loss. 

 

 

This is the same blast, but with ore class defined and ore polygon colours turned on. 

 

2. Now the <Auto> function can more accurately define areas of ore loss, dilution and misclassification 
because the software knows the classification of each polygon.  
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Use the <Ore Loss> editor to remove areas inappropriately auto-defined as ore loss. In this blast, ore loss at 
the free face has been turned off, because it is not real ore loss. 

 
 

NOTE: Avoid dilution being calculated at the back of blast. If ore polygons are not held against the back of the 
blast, dilution may be inappropriately defined along the entire back edge (where the post-ore polygons have 
moved away from the pre-blast polygons).  

 

Step 3. Generate Value Calculator Reports 

Open Value Calculator to run a report: 

 

1. Click <Dropdown Menu>, <Ore Blocks -Post>. 

2. Click <Value Calculator>. 

3. Enter your report information. If you want all reports, 
ensure “Define Density” and “Define Grade” are 
selected and data entered.  Click <Save>. 

4. Press the <Report All> button. 

5. Your report will be generated in a PDF and Excel 
data file. 
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19.3 Report Types and Files 

BMM Explorer Value Calculator generates three different 
reports:  

1. <Report, %>, the default report.  

The % report will produce the same results as 
seen on the blast plan legend in BMM Explorer 
showing Ore Loss, Dilution and Misclassification 
divided by the ore within the shot. 

2. The “Report, % + Tonne” report.  

By clicking the <Define Density> radio button, 
you can enter Density. The default density 
shown is set in <Options>, <Grade Control>. 
However, if Density has been imported during 
“Ore Blocks Pre” import, density for individual 
polygons will be used. 

 

 
NOTE:  The Bench or Flitch Height must be correct for your site. These are referenced from the “Blast 
Properties Input” pop-up in <Blast> mode or the Flitch Config in <Location> mode. 

 

3. The “Report All Financial” report. 

If the <Define Grade> radio button is checked, 
you have three options to input grade 
information: 

 

a) <Use input value> gives an average grade for all 
polygons. 

b) <Use Input Block Grade> if Grade has been 
imported during “Ore Blocks–Pre” import. 

c) <Use Avg Of Defined Grade Classifications> if 
ore colours and grade cutoffs have been defined 
in <Options>, <Ore Block Colours>. The report 
will use the average grade for each material type. 

d) Always click <Save> before running a report. 

 
 

Report Files 

Two files are created from Value Calculator: 

 

1. Ore Loss and Dilution Summary (blast_name.xlsx) is an Excel spreadsheet with three worksheets: 

a) The “Inputs” worksheet contains editable data. Any changes update the Value Calculator report 
results. 

b) The “Report” worksheet is the “back end” calculations. This is an editable worksheet where individual 
grades or density values for each polygon can be changed directly, if needed. 

c) The Summary report shows ore loss, dilution and misclassification. This is a non-editable worksheet. 

2. Ore Loss & Dilution Summary (blast_name.pdf) is a report that contains the input parameters, the blast 
screenshot and a summary table. It is also available as an Excel spreadsheet. 
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Value Calculator Report Settings 

Additional report functions can be accessed in the 
<Settings> tab. These include: 

 

a) <Copy Blast Plan> saves a copy of the plan view 
of the blast. 

b) <Blast Units> sets the Currency and Commodity 
on a blast-by-blast basis for your mine. 

c) <Legend> sets Height, Spacing and Text Size. 
These numbers are a function of the scale in 
BMM Explorer in Plan view.  
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19.4 Report on multiple blasts 
A report on multiple blasts can be created on which the value calculator has been run previously. 

 

To generate value calculator reports on multiple 
blasts please: 

1. Navigate to <Tools>, <Reporting>, <Value 
Calculator Report> from the main Menu Bar. 

2. Click <Value Calculator Report> to select blasts 
for the report. 

 

 
The following warning message will appear:  

3. Click <Yes> to proceed. 

 
 

4. Select a Blast Select Type 

a) Date Range 

b) All Blasts under an Entire Location or Bench 

c) Manually Select Multiple Blasts. 

 

5. Select <Generate Sheet for individual Blast in 
Summary Report>, to create a summary sheet 
for each blast in the final report. 

 
 

There are 3 different ways to select blasts: 

a) Date Range: 

 

6. Click the Date for <Start Date> and <End Date> 
to change the date. 

7. Click <OK> to finish selection process. 
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b) Blasts under Location or Bench: 

 

6. Select Locations and/or Benches to be included. 

7. Click <OK> to finish selection process. 

 

 

 
c) Manual Selection: 

 

6. Select Blasts to be included. 

7. Click <OK> to finish selection process. 
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8. After the selection process, Select save location 
for the report. 

9. Click <Save>. 

 
 

The BMM Explorer will show information on the 
selected Blasts. 

10. Click <OK> to continue. 

 

 
 

The report on multiple blasts will be generated and displayed. 
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19.5 Report Wizard 
The Report Wizard will run the value calculator on multiple blasts in sequence and generate PDF and excel 
reports for each blast. It will also create a summary report at the end. 

 

To use the Report Wizard please: 

1. Click <Tools> on the main Menu Bar. 

2. Click <Value Calculator Report Wizard> to 
select the blasts. 

 

 
 

The following warning message will appear. 

3. Click <Yes> to proceed. 

 

 
 

4. Select a Blast Select Type 

a) Date Range 

b) All Blasts under an Entire Location or Bench 

c) Manually Select Multiple Blasts. 

5. Select <Only Process Blast or Flitch Without 
Value Calculator Result>, blasts with saved 
value calculator results will be skipped. 

6. Select <Generate Sheet for individual Blast in 
Summary Report>, to create a summary sheet 
for each blast in the final report. 

7. Select <Generate Value Calculator Reports for 
Induvial Blast or Flitch>, to create a PDF report 
for all selected blasts.  

 

There are 3 different ways to select blasts: 

a) Date Range: 

 

8. Click the Date for <Start Date> and <End Date> 
to change the date. 

9. Click <OK> to finish selection process. 
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b) Blasts under Location or Bench: 

 

8. Select Locations and/or Benches to be included. 

9. Click <OK> to finish selection process. 

 

 
 

c) Manual Selection: 

 

8. Select Blasts to be included. 

9. Click <OK> to finish selection process. 

 
 
10. After the selection process, Select save location 

for the report. 

11. Click <Save>. 
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12. Select and input necessary default information 
for the Value Calculator. 

13. Click <Start>. 

 

 
 

14. For individual blasts, check and apply any 
necessary changes. For details please refer to 
section 19.2. 

15. Click <Next> to move to the next blast and then 
<Finish> once you have reached the last blast. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16. Once you have reached the last blast click 
<Finish> and the Value Calculator Report will be 
displayed. 

 

 

 

 
 

If you encounter ore block overlaps, please refer to the troubleshooting section 24.13. 
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20 Other BMM Explorer Reports 

Five additional .CSV reports can be generated.  

Step 1. Please go to <Tools>, <Reporting> and select the required report. 

 

a) <All Movement From Database> shows information about individual BMMs and is useful for analysing 
the movement for various blast parameters such as powder factor versus horizontal movement in a 
specific pit. 

b) <Distance To Nearest Hole (All)> contains similar data to the <All movement from database> report, 
with an additional column that reports the distance between the monitoring hole and the nearest blast 
hole, useful for analysing BMM survivability to blast hole proximity. 

c) <Wet Hole> contains similar data to the <All Movement From Database> report, with an additional 
column that reports Wet Hole is either False or True. 

d) <BMM Detection Rate By Blast> shows all blasts by date and compares the number of installed BMMs 
with the number of BMMs detected. To improve the detection of BMMs, it may be useful to track how 
many BMMs are used per blast. 

e) <BMM Detection Rate By BMM> compares whether or not a BMM was detected with individual blast 
parameters, such as bench height, powder factor and installation depth. To improve the detection of 
BMMs, it may be useful to compare the survivability of the BMM versus powder factor or the ability of 
the team to locate a BMM at deeper depths.  
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21 Support 

The Support tab contains several important functions for support. 

 

21.1 Send your Database to BMT for Review 

To send your database to your BMT consultant or 
support please:  

 

1. Click <Support> on the main Menu Bar. 

2. Click <Database Review> to send your database to 
BMT for review.  

3. To do this click <Send Database to BMT> and click 
either <BMT Cloud> or <Email>, which generates 
an email to BMT advising that your database has 
been uploaded.  

  

 

21.2 Restore a Reviewed Database 
When you receive your database file back from BMT please: 

1. Click <Support> on the main Menu Bar, then click <Restore Reviewed Database>. 

2. Click either <BMT Cloud> or <Open saved file>.  If you selected <Open saved file>, locate the new saved 
database (bmm_data.mdb) and make sure that this new database is saved into the original database 
location and the old database is overwritten. 

 

21.3 Restore a Corrupted Database 
If your database becomes corrupted, you can install an earlier version by: 

1. Click <Support> on the main Menu Bar, then click < Database Backups>. 

2. Locate the folder containing your database backup files. 

3. Close BMM Explorer and copy the appropriate backup file to the main database folder, replacing the 
corrupted database. 

4. Rename the backup to “bmm_data.mdb” by removing the date tag.  

5. Reopen BMM Explorer. 
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21.4 Archive and Restore Blasts 

You can archive benches and blasts to make it easier to use the 
Navigation Tree and reduce your database size. 

 

To archive blasts:  

1. Select the bench(es), or select the blast(s) you want to archive 

2. Click <Support>, <Blasts Archive>. BMM Explorer creates a new 
“Archive” folder in the database directory, or adds to the existing 
Archive folder. 

 

 

3. Click <Ok> to complete archiving the file(s). BMM Explorer 
removes the bench and blasts from the Navigation Tree. 

 

 

To restore blasts: 

 

1. Click <Support>, <Blasts Restore>. BMM Explorer opens the 
Archive folder. 

2. Select the <Bench> or <Blast> “.blstx” file, and click <Open> to 
restore the file to the Navigation Tree. 

3. You can now view the bench or blast. 
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22 Log Files 

BMM Explorer has the ability to export Log Files. If a problem occurs, this message will appear.  

1. BMM Explorer will shut down and re-start. 

2. In order for BMT to diagnose and correct the 
problem, please immediately go to <Support>, 
<Send Log to BMT> which gives you two options:  

a) BMT Cloud or  

b) BMT Email.  

3. Follow the prompts to send the log file to BMT. 
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23 The BMM Explorer User Interface 

Within BMM Explorer, there are six main interface areas. These are the: 

 

1. Main Menu Bar 

2. Toolbar and Dropdown Menu 

3. Navigation Tree 

4. Data Summaries 

5. Status Bar 

6. Blast View Window and Dashboard 

 

 
 

23.1 The Main Menu Bar 

The main Menu Bar contains: 
 

 

File 

<Open> opens a database from your local or network drive. 

<Recent> displays a list of recently opened databases. 

<Save as DXF> select blast layers for exporting to a DXF file. 

<Print> sends an image of the current blast to a printer. 

<Page Setup> modifies the print settings. 

<Exit> closes the BMM Explorer application. 

 

Edit  

<Copy Blast Properties> copies blast data for excel import. 

<Copy all BMM Data> copies the BMM data to the clipboard. 
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View 

<Refresh Navigation Tree> (F5) redraws the Navigation Tree and 2D View. 

<Show Checked Blasts> shows multiple blasts that have been checked. 

<Clear Checked Blasts> clears all checked blasts.  

 

Tools 

<Reporting> 

 <Value Calculator Report>  

 <All Movement From Database> extracts all blast movement data as a CSV-file. 

 <Wet Hole> extracts all blast movement data along with wet hole data from the PDA. 

 <Distance to Nearest Hole (All)> creates a CSV file with distance from BMM hole to closest blast 
hole. 

 <BMM Detection Rate by Blast> opens a CSV file containing detection rates by blast. 

 <BMM Detection Rate by BMM> opens a CSV file containing detection rates by BMM. 

<Value Calculator Report Wizard>  

<Customisation> 

 <Blast Properties Lists> customisation of the Blast Properties for your various blast sites. 

 <Edit Node Type> opens the node editing interface. Please see Section 9. Customise BMM 
Explorer for Your . 

 <Custom Ore Export> opens the Ore Block Export pop-up. Please see Section 9 Step 3. Setup 
Export Data Filters. 

<Options> setup your file paths and folders. Please see Section 7. Setup BMM Explorer. 

 

Support 

<BMT Licence Manager> opens the BMT Licence application to create and input an Licence 
activation code for BMM Explorer and the Activator. 

<Export> 

 <Blast Data> exports the selected blast as a "*.blstx" file for BMT analysis. 

 <Calibration Set> exports the selected Calibration data as a “*.xpt” for BMT analysis. 

 

<Import> 

 <Blast Data> imports the selected blast as a "*.blstx" file after BMT analysis. 

 <Calibration Set> imports the selected Calibration data as a “*.xpt” after BMT analysis. 

 

<Blasts Archive> archives benches or blasts in the default database directory. The selected benches 
or blasts are removed from the Navigation tree. Please see Section 21.4 Archive and Restore Blasts. 

<Blasts Restore> restores selected archived benches or blasts to the Navigation tree. 

<Database Review> 

 <Send Database To BMT> uploads or emails your database to BMT. Please see Section 21.1 
Send your Database to BMT for Review.  

 <Restore Reviewed Database> downloads the reviewed BMT database. Please see Section 21.2 
Restore a Reviewed Database.  

 

<Visualisation Reset> resets the visual settings in BMM Explorer.  

<Database Backups> to view the backup folder that contains your daily database backups. Please 
see Section 21.3 Restore a Corrupted Database.  

<Fix Windows 10 Visualisation> fixes known display issues with Windows 10. 

<Fix Mobile Device Centre> fixes known issues with Windows Mobile Device Centre. 
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<Show Log> to open the events log. 

<Send Log to BMT> sends the log file to BMT via the cloud or email. Please see Section 22 Log Files. 

 

Help 

<What’s New?> opens a .txt file with BMM Explorer version release notes. 

<About> shows your registered username and licence expiration date. 

<View Help> opens the BMM Explorer help documentation. 

<Online Resources> opens BMT Support centre website. 

 

23.2 Toolbar and Dropdown Menu 
The Toolbar and Dropdown Menus are used to import blast data and translate ore polygons. Within the 
toolbar you have these functions: 

<Tool Bar> 

 

 <Search Blasts> on the left hand side, to search for a specific blast. 

 <Dropdown Menu> described in more detail below. 

 <Ruler> on the right hand side, measures the distance between two points or the area of a polygon. 

 <Layers> on the right hand side, hides or shows the layers in your blast. 

 <Options> on the right hand side, opens the Program Options Window.  

The <Dropdown Menu> is dynamic. When you click on a different function or mode, the sub-menu options 
change, shown below: 

<Location>   

 <Add Location> adds a new location to your Navigation Tree. 

 <Delete Location> deletes the selected location from the Navigation Tree if it contains no blasts. 

 <Query> reports the number of blasts for the location. 

 

<Bench>  

 <Add Bench> opens the Bench Configuration pop-up. 

 

<Blast>  

 <Add Blast> opens the Blast Properties pop-up to add new blasts. 

 <Flitch Configuration> opens the Flitch Configuration pop-up to configure the flitches for this 
blast. 

 <Add a comment> is used to write comments about the selected blast. 

 <Add a Label> adds a text label to the blast plan in 2D view. 

 <Delete Labels> deletes all labels for the selected blast. 

 <Delete Blast> deletes the selected blast from the database. 

 <Query> opens the Blast Properties.  

 

<Holes>  
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 <Add holes> opens the Import Holes pop-up. 

 <Save hole info> creates a .txt file of the holes with the format ID, E, N, RL, Length and 
Detonation Time. 

 <Delete Holes> deletes all holes, timing data, perimeter and centrelines for the selected blast. 

 <Query> reports the number of blast holes and BMM holes in the blast. 

 

<Perimeter>  

 <Manually Add Perimeter> to manually add a perimeter around a blast. 

 <Add Perimeter From File> imports a perimeter outline from a file. 

 <Auto Add Perimeter> creates a perimeter automatically around the outermost blast holes. 

 <Auto add Perimeter from Ore> creates a perimeter automatically from the outermost ore 
polygons. 

 <Dilate Perimeter> expands the perimeter by half a burden for each click. 

 <Select ‘back’ segments> allows you to define the back-of-blast by drawing a polygon around all 
backline(s).  Every segment wholly within this polygon will be marked as a back edge or power 
trough. 

 <Auto Define Perimeters as back> creates a perimeter automatically defining the back-of-blast. 

 <Entire Perimeter As Back> marks every perimeter segment as a back edge. 

 <Unmark Back Segments> de-selects all marked backlines. This is used for centre-lift blasts 
(also called box cuts, diamond, drop-cut or sinking cuts). 

 <Delete Perimeter> deletes the perimeter for the current blast. 

 <Query Perimeter> reports the area, perimeter count and vertex count. 

 

<Detonation>  

 <Add Centreline> use single clicks to add multiple points and press <ESC> to finish the line. The 
polyline is extended or trimmed to the perimeter. 

 <Add Initiation Point (IP)> selects the initiation hole. If timing data is imported the hole is selected 
automatically. 

 <Show contour control> opens a pop-up window that shows the detonation sequence on screen. 

 <Delete Centreline> deletes all centrelines on the current blast. 

 <Delete Initiation Point (IP)> deletes the initiation point from the current blast. 

 

<Planning Module>  

 <Add Centreline> use single clicks to add multiple points and press <ESC> to finish the line. The 
polyline is extended or trimmed to the perimeter.  

 <Add Initiation Point (IP)> selects the initiation hole. If timing data is imported the hole is selected 
automatically. 

 <Select ‘back’ segments> allows you to define the back-of-blast by drawing a polygon around all 
backline(s).  Every segment wholly within this polygon will be marked as a back edge or power 
trough. 

 <Draw Expected Ore Area> allows you to draw a polygon to define the expected ore area for 
plan holes. 

 <Draw Restricted Area> allows you to draw a polygon to define restricted areas in which BMM 
holes will not be planned.  
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 <Draw Expected Ore Contact> allows you to draw a polyline to define the contact between ore 
and waste. BMMs are planned along this line.  

 <Import Preliminary Ore Polygons> opens the Data Import pop-up. 

 <Import Restricted Area> opens the Data Import pop-up.  

 <Import Ore-blocks data> opens the Data Import pop-up. 

 <Plan Holes> calculates the plan holes for BMM and adds to the blast. 

 <Add Plan Holes> adds a plan hole to the blast. 

 <Clear All> removes all Plan Holes, Expected Ore Areas, Restricted Area, Expected Ore 
Contract and Preliminary Ore Polygons from the blast.   

 <Save Plan Holes> creates a .csv file of the plan holes with format Hole Number, Easting, 
Northing, RL. 

 

<BMM-Pre>  

 <Add pre-blast BMM data> opens the Data Import pop-up. 

 <Drop BMMs in holes> select this and then click monitoring holes, in the order installed, in the 2D 
View to add BMMs to holes. 

 <Delete BMM data> deletes all pre- and post-blast BMM data, including vectors. 

 <Query> summarises the pre-blast data, detector data and survey points. 

 

<BMM-Post>  

 <Add Post-blast BMM data> opens the Data Import pop-up. 

 <Calibration> pre-selects the default Detector calibration for the selected blast. 

 <Match Post-blast to pre-blast> 

 <Nearest Neighbour> connects each post-blast BMM to the nearest pre-blast BMM of 
the same colour. 

 <Directional> if Nearest Neighbour matching fails, this can match BMMs pre and post by 
defining a movement search arc. 

 <Manual> click on a Post-blast BMM then select the pre-blast BMM hole where it came 
from, colours must match. 

 <Delete BMM Vectors> deletes all BMM vectors for current blast. 

 <Export all data> creates a .CSV report of blast properties and movement data for this blast. 

 <Export BMM Summary> creates a .CSV report with BMM vector data only. 

 <Delete Post BMM data> deletes all post-blast BMM data for the current blast. 

 <Query> summarises the post-blast BMM data including detector data and survey points. 

 

<Vectors>  

 <Add Vectors> manually adds vectors, click and drag to create a manual vector.  <Double Click> 
to edit a vector. 

 <Delete Vectors> deletes all manually added vectors. 

 

<Ore Blocks-Pre>  

 <Import Ore Blocks> opens the Ore Block Import pop-up. 

 <Trim> deletes ore blocks without at least one vertex within the blast perimeter. 
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 <Delete all Ore Blocks> deletes all ore block data from the current blast. 

 <Query> lists by elevation, the names of the pre-blast ore blocks in the blast. 

 

<Ore Blocks-Post>  

 <Pre Process> applies various operations on the ore blocks to prepare them for moving. 

 <Reset> restores all ore blocks to their original state. 

 <Move> moves polygons using BMT’s proprietary algorithms. 

 <Value Calculator> opens a pop-up window that shows Value Calculator.  

 <Export moved Ore Blocks> exports moved ore block data using the Export filter. 

 <Delete Post Ore Blocks> deletes all post-blast ore blocks for the current blast. 

 <Query> lists by elevation, the names of the post-blast ore blocks in the blast. 

 

23.3 The Freeform Navigation Tree 

The Navigation Tree shows your blasts, with unlimited 
levels of hierarchy.  Site > Pit > Phase are the top 
hierarchy, with benches and blasts as children nodes. 
Flitches are children of a blast.  

Clicking on a blast node displays the Blast Properties 
such as BMM Data, Block Data and the blast area in 2D 
view.  

 

23.4 Data Summaries 
 

There are three tabs in Data Summaries. All data can be copied and 
pasted into MS Excel or Word for preparing reports.   

 <Blast Properties> provides blast summary data from a single blast or multiple selected blasts. 

 <BMM Data> displays BMM data from the blast only. 

 <Block Data> displays a summary view of the ore block data. 
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23.5 Status Bar 
The status bar across the bottom of the screen, shows: 

 Location and Blast data. 

 XY coordinates of the cursor. 

 Nearest object, such as a blast hole, BMM–Pre or BMM-Post, timing contour, etc. 

 Notification that an event log was created, <Double click> to open the log viewer. 

 

23.6 Blast View Window and Dashboard 

The Blast View Window shows 2D or 3D views of your blasts. The 2D View is 
selected by default. Please see Section 10 The Blast View Window for more 
details. 

 

<2D View> shows a 2D View of the blast.  

<3D View> shows a 3D view of the blast. 

<Dashboard> shows the dashboard, including Licence dates, BMM usage, detection rates, etc. 

 

NOTE: Press <F5> to refresh the screen after changes have been made but the viewer has not refreshed. 
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24 Troubleshooting 

If you do not find the solution you need in this troubleshooting guide, please contact BMT support on +61 7 
3376 6611 or support@bmt.com.au. 

24.1 Problems Installing Device Drivers for the Controller 
Windows should automatically install the correct device drivers for the Controller when it is connected to a 
new computer.  However, there are a few things that may prevent this from happening, such as Windows 
security policy, or the internet connection. 

 

If this message appears, you do not have permission to install the device.  

1. Select <Change setting>. 
 

 

2. Manually install the device driver for the 

Controller. 
 

 

3. This is the normal sequence of driver installation: 
 

 
If you continue having problems, either consult your 
IT department, or contact BMT directly. 
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4. Change the automatic driver configuration 

By default, Windows is set to automatically download device drivers but this setting can be changed.  

Device Installation Settings: 
a) If you have Windows 10, click on the Windows start button in the bottom left corner. 

b) Start typing the following: Device installation 
settings. This image should appear.  

c) Click on <Change device installation settings>. 

 

d) If you have Windows 7, click on the Start button in the bottom left corner, then select “Devices and 
Printers” within the menu. Right-click the name of your computer, and then click “Device installation 
settings”. Proceed with the next steps. 

e) Click <Yes, do this automatically 
(recommended)> 

f) Click <Save changes>.  If you're prompted for 
an administrator password or confirmation, type 
the password or provide confirmation. 

 

 

Group Policy Settings: 
 

NOTE: This method only applies to Windows 10, Windows 7 Professional, Windows 7 Ultimate, and Windows 
7 Enterprise. 

a) Click on the <Start button>, start typing “gpedit.msc”, and 
then press <Enter>. This step opens the Local Group Policy 
Editor. 

b) Click <Yes> if you are prompted. 

c) Expand <Computer Configuration>, 

 expand <Administrative Templates>,  

 expand <System>, 

 expand <Device Installation>,  

 and then click <Device Installation Restrictions>.  

See screen shot. 
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d) Review settings. If either of the last two items are enabled, this will prevent device drivers from 
installing. Seek assistance from your IT administrator. 

 

 

24.2 User interface display issues 
Display issues are often the result of Windows 10 or user network permissions.  

 

Display does not look correct or is defaulting to white 

Please: 

1. Go to <Help>, <Visualisation Reset>. 

2. Click <OK>. 

 

Menu text is overlapping when using Windows 10 

Please:  

1. Save and close all open applications. 

2. Go to <Support> in BMM Explorer. 

3. Click <Fix Windows 10 Visualization>. 
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4. The application FixWindowsResolution.exe will now ask for 
Admin permission, please click <enter>. 

 

 

5. A Command Prompt screen then 
appears. Press any key at the message 
<Press any key to continue>. 

6. Reboot your computer for the new 
settings to take effect.  

 

24.3 “Invalid Licence” error message 
Your BMM Explorer licence code is allocated to each computer and is non-transferable. If you try to use 
licence code allocated to another user/computer, you will receive an invalid licence message, such as  

 

"Invalid license in the clipboard. Please make sure you have copied entire license code." 

 

To fix this, please 

1. Click <Support>, <BMT Licence Manager>. 

2. Click <Generate activation code>. 

3. Generate an email. BMM Explorer creates an email addressed to office@bmt.com.au with your unique 
code.  

4. Press <Send> on your email, adding a message if you have a special request. 

 

BMT will activate your license and email you back an "Activation Code". 

 

5. Enter your BMT Activation Code. Open the email with your "Activation Code", please copy it into the 
clipboard (cntl C) and go to <Support>, <BMT Licence Manager> and select <Register Activation Code>.   

6. Restart your computer. Please restart your computer for your activation code to take effect. 
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24.4 Correcting BMM – Pre data 

If an error was made during BMM 
installation, BMM Explorer may pop up an 
integrity of data warning message. To edit 
and correct BMM – Pre data: 

1. Click <dropdown menu>, <BMM-
Pre>mode. 

2. Click the <Information> icon. 

3. Check <Enable Editing>. 

4. Change a BMM colour by clicking 
through the colours in the “Colour” 
column  

5. Edit BMM depth, range, etc. 

6. Add missing BMMs by clicking the <Add 
BMM> button. 

 
NOTE: BMMs added manually do not have range / signal information. This impact BMM – Post depth 
accuracy.  The error is expected to be ±0.3 m or 12 inches. 

 

24.5 Discrepancy between Local and Global settings 

When there is a discrepancy between the 
global settings stored on your computer and 
the database, you will be forced to resolve 
the conflict by selecting the preferred 
setting.  

 

For example, someone may have changed 
the global settings of the ore control 
software from Datamine to Minesight. When 
you use Datamine, you will be forced to 
accept the change or to revert to the Global 
setting. 

 

NOTE: All conflicts must be resolved to 
continue processing a blast. 

 

 
 

24.6 “Index out of range” error message when importing pre-BMMs 
If BMM Explorer does not recognise the Detector controller (PDA) data, your controller software may be 
outdated.  

To fix this, please  

1. Ensure that your Detector controller software is V2.2.3 or later.  
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2. Download the latest Detector Software here: blastmovement.com/support-centre. User ID = support 
Password = bmt465 

3. Follow the software installation instructions in the hardware user manual for the GP52xx or GP 53xx. 

 

24.7 Errors when importing data 
Your computer's regional setting can affect BMM Explorer and blast processing, creating the following issues: 

 Import filter errors or the inability to edit import filters. 

 Errors importing files with a comma or decimal delimiter. 

 Errors when completing the Blast Properties form. 

 Date-related issues. 

 

To fix any of the above issues, please follow the below procedure: 

1. Please save and close all open applications. 

2. Click the Windows <Start> button . 

3. Select <Settings>. 

4. Select <Time and Language>. 

5. Select the Time and Language tab. 

6. Select either English (Australia) or English (United States).  

 

24.8 .CSV import errors 
BMM Explorer uses the following default .CSV delimiters 

 Decimal symbol . , 

 Text delimiter , ; tab space 

 

If your imported data looks incorrect, please  

1. Check the decimal symbol and text delimiter used in the import file. 

2. Make sure the import template (for Holes, Perimeter, BMM – Pre, BMM – Post, Ore Blocks – Pre) 
matches the delimiter in the import file. 

 

24.9 Cannot download Detector data from PDA 

If a red cross appears on the Detector Controller (PDA) icon when 
you plug in the PDA using a USB cable, there are two possible 
causes:  

 

1. Windows Mobile Device Center is not installed correctly. 

2. Your computer is running Windows 10 but does not support 
Windows Mobile Device Center. 
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To solve this issue please: 

1. Save and close all open applications on your PC, except BMM 
Explorer. 

2. Now click on the PDA icon , you should get a pop-up. 

3. Click <Use Link To Download> to go to Microsoft’s official 
website. 

4. Download and install “Windows Mobile Device Center” 

5. Once Mobile Device Center is successfully installed, click <Apply 
Registry Fix>  

6. Click <yes> to give Administrator permission for software called 
FixMobileDeviceCenterIssue.exe. 

7. Press <any key to continue> on the Command Prompt screen. 

 

8. Save any open documents and restart 
your computer.  

 

Windows Mobile Device Center and 
FixMobileDeviceCenterIssue.exe have 
been installed. 

  

9. Plug in the Detector Controller (PDA) again using the USB cable. You should now be able to import BMM 
data from the controller.  

10. If the PDA still can’t connect to BMM Explorer, please contact your local consultant or BMT support at 
support@bmt.com.au. 

 

24.10 Import BMM – Post button is greyed out when trying to import post BMMs 

If you cannot import post BMMs by clicking <Import BMM- 
Post> button (it is a grey colour), please: 

1. Import “BMM – Pre” again.  “BMM-pre” must be 
imported before BMM-Post. 

 

 

24.11 Blast Perimeter looks incorrect 
If your blast perimeter looks incorrect while processing a blast, you can  

a) Go to <Perimeter> mode, and drag any of the perimeter points to a new desired location, or 

b) Delete and recreate the perimeter.  

 

See Section 17, Step 3. Add a Perimeter. 

 

24.12 Processing a blast if Detector readings are missing or corrupted 
If Pre- or Post-blast Detector readings were not saved, or the file was accidentally deleted, ore boundaries 
can be translated using horizontal movement from the survey file.  

To process a blast using horizontal movement, please: 

1. Import the BMM - Pre- survey data of the BMM locations 

2. Now import the BMM – Post survey data 

3. The message “It is not possible to calculate the depth, and therefore the true 3-dimensional vector is 
unknown” will appear. 

4. You now have two options: 
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a) In <Blast> mode, place a comment to describe the known problem. 

b) Repeat process a blast (import holes, BMMs pre and post, etc) in BMM Explorer. 

 

24.13 Value Calculator ore blocks overlap 
When two ore polygons import on top of one another, ore loss will be incorrectly calculated.  

 
 

To solve this issue please: 

1. Select the <Dropdown Menu >, <Ore Blocks – Pre>. 

2. Move the cursor to the block to be deleted. Right Click and select <Delete Block>. 

3. Go back to <Dropdown Menu >, <Ore Blocks – Post>. 

4. Select <Pre-Process> and then <Move>. 

5. Resume the Value Calculator procedure (see Section 19.2, Generate Value). 

 

24.14 BMM signal strength warning message 
When pre-blast BMMs are imported into BMM Explorer, the signal strength and recorded depth are compared. 
If outside predefined limits, a warning message appears. Common causes of this are:  

a) The BMM is stuck in the hole or is floating in water during installation, so it is not installed at the correct 
depth. Hence, the measured signal strength is far stronger than expected. 

b) The detector is set to the wrong BMM colour. This makes the signal strength significantly weaker than 
it should be. 

c) A second BMM (or more) was accidentally activated and the signal from the additional BMM is 
stronger than the target BMM in the hole. 

d) The installation depth was incorrectly measured. 

e) The depth was entered incorrectly in the Controller (e.g. 55 instead of 5.5) 

 

To Edit BMM data, see Section Step 8c. Optional: Edit, Add or Delete BMM-Pre Data. 
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24.15 BMMs with negative vertical movement  
After importing post-blast BMMs data and creating vectors, a warning may appear if a vector has a negative 
(downward) plunge. A BMM can move down if: 

a) It is located in the power trough zone (near the back of the blast) 

b) Close to a free face 

c) Falls into a void 

 

Other negative vertical movement probably indicates an error and common causes include: 

1. The BMM was located incorrectly. If the user is not standing directly above the BMM, the signal strength 
will be weaker, and therefore, the calculated depth will be deeper than actual.  

2. The installation depth was incorrect 

3. The BMM is located in the power trough or near the free face. This is OK.  

 

24.16 Post-Blast BMM is below the bench floor 
It is not possible for a BMM to move below the bench floor, except when voids are present. If a BMM to moves 
below the bench floor, this BMM should be removed.  

1. To remove a BMM, go to <BMM – Post> mode, right click on the BMM in Plan View, and select <Disable 
Post-Blast BMM>. 
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